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For a search engine optimization expert, link building has always been considered as among the top
key tasks required for achieving and maintaining high search rankings traffic success since links
have been considered by search engines as votes, standing in for the autonomy of the web's
opinion about what pages are popular and important based on the number and popularity of pages
linking to them but also for metrics like trust, spam, and authority.

However, according to professional SEO Service providers, link building is not solely about search
engines, it is also about building links that send high amounts of direct click-through traffic as not
only do these links tend to provide better search engine value for rankings, but also send targeted,
valuable visitors to your site that will ultimately convert and make your ROI or bottom-line healthy,
which is the basic goal of all Internet marketing.

Thatâ€™s why having a more focused linking strategy, targeting a local market or building backlinks
from local sites, is always a better technique than targeting too broad audience right away as it can
force you to expand your competition bracket.

Therefore, local link building strategies is important for local search as these will not only bring high-
quality links that can improve your rankings, most especially in local search bringing you great local
visibility, but also local links can bring you relevant and converting local traffic.

Moreover, with local links, these can also help you create in-person relationships which can
eventually lead to bigger things such as strategic business partnerships, grant opportunities, and
networks for finding new employees or work.

With these in mind, here are some local link building strategies for Local Search:

1.   Local Search Directories

The easiest and first place you should look for links are from local search directories. An asset in the
local scene, these local directories can provide you with a plethora of options, an  endless resources
and local link building opportunities to choose from, providing you one of the strongest means of
generating a local link that there is, though some can cost money.

2.   Local Social Networking

Nowadays, with social media such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and others continuing to getting
more and more popular with members in the millions, as well as it is now easier than ever to
connect with people via social media, reaching out to local media influencers is really a great local
link building strategy. Not only will this improve your relationships that could be massively beneficial,
but it could also gain you some mention to those readers or customers and get your name out there.

3.   Guest Blogging for Local Links

Having links from reputable local blogs, especially those who have a large audience in your targeted
city or state, is not only one of the easiest ways to build useful backlinks, but also a great place to
build relationships, and establish your brands awareness. To do this, you can do guest blogging.
This will add good link diversity to your profile as well as provide a venue to really build your brand
within the community, make friends and have fun all at the same time.
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Overall, though building links following a local strategy takes more time, but it can yield you much
stronger results than just aimlessly wandering the web attempting to generate a couple of strong
links in random places.

Once youâ€™ve established dominance over the local market or even just established a firm foothold,
you can then start expanding.
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